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We propose a novel approach to approximate continental-scale
cloud maps using only ground-level imagery from outdoor
webcams. We train a hierarchically-regularized dynamic model of
cloud motion driven by webcam regression estimates to relate
ground-level webcam imagery with satellite data.
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Because webcams are static, they provide consistent cues for
extracting information about weather and other phenomena.
Following previous work, we use partial least squares for each
camera to extract 20 components that best correlate with cloudiness.
We then train random forest regression models using these
features to extrapolate sparse, geo-located cloudiness predictions.
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We introduce a hierarchical dynamic texture model that considers image
appearance at different spatial scales. The resulting dynamics are
regularized to be consistent with large-scale variations, but independent
of the small-scale variations in non-overlapping regions. Intuitively, this
better models multi-scale correlations. Sparse measurements and
region consistency are incorporated using a Kalman Filter.

The Archive of Many Outdoor Scenes
(amos.cse.wustl.edu)
AMOS is an archive of over
800 million images from
35,000 public outdoor
webcams, many of which
are geo-located. From this
database, we selected 4388
cameras and collected one
year of training images.
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Inspired by the dynamics of cloud motion, hierarchical dynamic
textures give improved generalizability and Kalman filtering
performance, even on general sequences. Our cloud map
predictions show promising results and we believe this novel fusion
of seemingly disparate data sources will yield even better accuracy
as public online image archives become more ubiquitous.

